Get in on all of the POWER of Tiata - Windows NOW
for only $59.95
PLUS get this

SPECIAL OFFER
If you order Data - Windows before November 1, 1990, you will recieve a coupon to get the Data - Merger ABSOLOUTELY FREE!! (a
$19.95 value)
With Data - Merger you will be able to put any Data - Windows expression right into your letters and documents for mail merging. Select
which records to print documents for with conditional expressions. All of the features of Data - Windows output for any letter or document! WHAT POWER!!
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To order send check or money order to:
Alpha Software Technologies
210 Bluefield Dr.
Slidell, LA. 70458
Or Call (504)649-5176 VISA/MC Accepted
Or order on-line at (504)649-5761 (our BBS number)

Attention!! Attention!!
Attention ALL COCO users! It's finally here, the package you've all been waiting for!
Alpha Software Technologies Proudly Presents.

DATA - WINDOWS

f

User Definable Fields

Full report generation with conditional printing

Define all of your (Avn data fields for YOUR application!

Report generation capabilities including output expressions, output
editing, multi-line output records, multiple break fields (sub-totals),
multiple total fields, and conditional printing.

Output Expressions
Expressions, instead of just data fields, can be used for any output
operations. Most BASIC-like expressions are valid.
Example:(quantity* unitcost) * .07

Unlimited number of key fields

Full mailing label generation with conditional printing
Mailing label capabilities including output expressions, output editing, and conditional printing.

Multi - Vue interface makes it easy to use

Any field can be used as a key. There is no limit to how may fields
can be used as a key. A separate file is used as an index for each key Makes complete use of the Multi Vue environment, but does not require it to rum If Multi - Vue is not present, All Multi Vue
field.
functionality is duplicated in text mode.

Automatic sorting by any key field (FAST!)
Data - Window's indexing system uses the popular B-tree data strucLure for fast retrieval and automatic sorting. Data is always sorted by
ALL key fields simultaneously.

Searching by any key field (FAST!)
It is possible to search for records by any key field. This search is
super FAST due to the B-tree indexing scheme.

Ready-to-run
Comes with pre-setup databases for a Rolodex, Magazine library,
Video tape library, Home inventory manager, and Medical/insurance database.

Software support

We are distributing the DB9-90 file specifications (format used for
Data - Windows files) freely. This will promote the growth of
products
that use this file format standard. We are hoping to make
Record Browsing (sorted by ANY key field)
DB9-90 the new database standard for 0S9. We will also be providBrowsing through records is possible with the arrow keys and from
ing a programmer interface to the databases for even speedier
menu options. The B-tree indexing scheme allows record browsing
development.
to be sorted by ANY key field!

User definable data windows (database views)

Growth

Data - Windows is only one part of a planned complete system of
database is viewed through a special "data window". The data winsoftware using the DB9-90 format Currently in the works are:
dow is a user defined view into the database data. These make acData - Merge
essing the data attractive and user-friendly. Define text fields, input
fields and output expressions.
A utility for using Data - Windows databases (DB9-90 format) inside
• of documents for mail-merging.

User definable field edits

Data - Developer

File "data windows" allow the user to define exactly how the data will
A toolldt for developing applications that use the DB9-90 file format
look when input or output This makes data validation easy.
specifications. Included will be assembly language, C, and BASIC09
interfaces to DB9-90 databases.
Import/export/merge capability

Data - App
The ability to import/export data from simple text files allows Data Windows to communicate with other programs. The merge
A utility for creating Data - Windows stand-alone applications
capability allows data to be easily transferred from one database to without programming. Develop the system under Data - Windows,
another.
then use Data - App to make it a complete stand-alone program that
can be uploaded, shared, and even sold!
Cut/copy/paste capability

Cut/copy/paste capability makes the communication between
databases even easier. Cut records from one database and paste
them in another!

Conditional printing capabilities
Determine if records should be printed (on reports or labels) with
conditional expressions. Most BASIC like IF statement expressions
are valid.
Example: (quantity * unitcost) > 500.00 OR rate < 200

Data - Forms
A system for creating and printing user definable forms
from Data - Windows databases. Use Data - Windows
to enter the data, use Data - Forms to print the forms.

